Using the circular nature of the 16kbase-pairs human mtDNA genome, we are looking for hypothetical proportions between the C + A and T + G bases. Remarkable proportions are thus discovered, the length of which may be much greater than the length of the genome. We then analyze the impact of evolution on these "numerical resonances" by comparing the referenced mtDNAs of Sapiens, Neanderthal and Denisova. Then, by analyzing 250 characteristic mutations associated with various pathologies, we establish a very strong formal causal correlation between these numerical metastructures and these referenced mutations. To summarize, we should think then research on the following situation: Inputs: 250 cases of mtDNA mutations associated with var ious human diseases. An operator: The exhaustive sear ch for mtDNA genome " Fibonacci r esonances" associated with these mutations. A "binary" output: a common behavior of the mtDNA genome r esulting fr om these 250 mutations disorders.
INTRODUCTION
Nearly 30 years ago, when we were just starting to have available genes and small genomes DNA sequences of viruses or bacteria, while the large project of human genome sequencing was just beginning, we showed the existence of specific numerical nucleotides proportions in the DNA of the genes (1, 2) . This discovery also applied to small circular genomes such as those of bacteria or mitochondrial DNA genes-rich sequences. On the other hand, it did not work for non-coding DNA sequences regions like human chromosomes. In the cells, Mitochondria are known as the powerhouses of the cell. They are organelles that act like a digestive system which takes in nutrients, then breaks them down, and creates energy rich molecules for the cell. The biochemical processes of the cell are known like a « cellular respiration ». The genome of the mitochondria or "mtDNA" is a small 16kb genome whose remarkable feature is the fact that it is looped back on itself forming a circular sequence. This is also true of the genomes of most bacteria. As in prokaryotes, there is a very high proportion of coding DNA and an absence of repeats. It encodes 37 genes: 13 for subunits of respiratory complexes I, III, IV and V, 22 for mitochondrial tRNA (for the 20 standard amino acids, plus an extra gene for leucine and serine), and 2 for rRNA. One mitochondrion can contain two to ten copies of its DNA. Mitochondrial genomes have been extensively studied and identified, especially for many years by Douglas C. Wallace (3, 4, 5 Please use this new number when citing the rCRS in publications. The rCRS is a reference sequence, not a "consensus" sequence. It is a single reference individual from haplogroup H2a2 and has been used as a standard for reporting variants for over 30 years.
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DISCUSSION :

Synthesis :
Note: "neutral" mutations have no effect because they result from mutations T <==> G or A <==> C.
It is finally observed that all 150 mutations increase or retain resonances 10946 and 17711 (100%) while they decrease more generally the very long resonances 28657 (63%).
lucas verification extension:
The sequence of Lucas converges -like the sequence of Fibonacci -towards the value of the golden number 1.618033 ... However, its convergence is significantly less rapid than that of the Fibonacci series. It therefore seemed useful to analyze also the impact of mutations of the human mtDNA genome on hypothetical resonances following this sequence of Lucas.
LUCAS : 2 1 3 4 7 11 18 29 47 76 123 199 322 521 843 1364 2207 3571 5778 9349 15127 24476 39603 We have figured in this series of Lucas the values to which we are interested, they are shown above in bold type. We will limit this analysis to the study of the somatic mutations described in the table5. 52  41  24  93  55  41  24  93  59  41  24  93  60  41  24  93  62  41  24  94  64  42  26  56  64  42  15  59  66  41  24  93  67  41  24  93  72  41  24  93  73  42  15  58  74  41  24  93  74  41  24  93  74  42 
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The reader will find that these Fibonacci and Lucas couples of resonances are always always systematically opposed, some decreasing during mutations while others increase for these same mutations, and vice versa. An attempt at explanation: although the rates of convergence towards Phi = 1.618033 the golden ratio are very similar for the Lucas and Fibonacci sequences (37) , these opposite effects can be explained by the kinds of "combs or 
Figure 14 :
Comparative analysis of Fibonacci (17711) 
PERSPECTIVES:
One question arises: the mtDNA genome being looped back on itself, and the sequences of Fibonacci and Lucas being infinite on the other hand, it is possible (and it is even certain theoretically) that very Long circular resonances may exist. Can 1.612 (chimpanzee) and 1.608 Phi=1.618 
for a genome of 16574 bases of circumference, is equivalent to nearly 294 turns of the genome ! If we add that this phenomenon probably corresponds to properties of circulation of ELECTRONS, there gradually, between the bases… But how thus of so gigantic resonances they could emerge? If we have curiosity to enter the respective amounts of bases TCAG composing this genome, and, particularly, respective sums T+G on the one hand and A+C on the other hand, one will note that ratios (T+C+A+G)/(A+C) and (A+C)/(T+G) all the more approach exactly the Golden section PHI=1.618033989… which resonances become increasingly long… For example, this ratio, for the mtDNA related to the current chimpanzee and to the current human mt-DNA genomes is worth respectively
. Then, it appears that , in the "ideal" case of the " G.M. hOmo-NEANDERTAL " transgenome, who counts 16574 bases, these bases are distributed in a quasi ideal way in 10244 bases AC and 6330 bases TG. Consequently, reports/ratios: TCAG / AC = 16574/10244 = 1.617922 and AC / TG = 10244/6330 = 1.618325 All that is quite close to the ideal ratio of the Golden section Phi=1.618033989. It does not miss, in fact, that only one base G or T more (and a base A or C in less) " to perfect " this ratio. We have find the OPTIMAL TCAG balancing point: It is, very precisely, which occurred when one reached a length close to FIVE MILLION BASES by doping transgene of only one change A to G (one reached ratio 1.618080 then).
What to think of a so beautiful Clock-like sophisticated mechanism ? » 18 years later, this catastrophe scenario became possible thanks to the CRISPR technology which could realize such manipulation worthy of the most illustrious novels of science fiction (17) . Also in 1999 we carried out another study on the mtDNA, it was never published, it consisted of looking for resonances of the Fibonacci type on the bases "G". For example, search for 987 bases "G" in a contig of length 6765 bases T C A or G. Here, 987 1597 2584 4181 6765 are successive numbers of the Fibonacci sequence. We then found very large amounts of such resonances that we also correlated with the somatic mutations of mtDNA associated with various diseases. Here is an overview, a short excerpt from this 1999 study:
We report here a set of sixteen "cross-diseases" examples where small localized mutations in the D-loop areas (five changes and one deletion within bases 16xxx region) or various others referenced to be related to Mitochondrial Diseases, destroy partially a set of long range high level structures (lenght 6765 bases for a 16569 bases lenght genome). These "RESONANCES" are particular proportions between the number of G bases (987) and the total bases number in the resonance (6765), where 987 and 6765 are values of the "FIBONACCI's integer numbers serie". The following figure summarizes this results:
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In both cases: (T + A) / (C + G) = 1.25414966. It will be noted that this value is close to 5/4 = 1.25 with an error of 0.00414966. This Moebius ribbon-like scenario resulting from a sort of "twist of a half turn" of the DNA molecule deserves to be explored ...
CONCLUSIONS :
In research fields, it is sometimes necessary to "leave time to time"; indeed, the methods and premises of the research that has just been presented here took root as early as the end of the 1980s, so nearly 30 years ago. .. Infinite Diversity of digital and fractal structures of DNA and genomes: During our Artificial Intelligence research at IBM, based on our model "Fractal Chaos" (23, 24, 25), we demonstrated the numerical hyper-sensitivity of an artificial neural network positioned in the vicinity of Phi and subjected to perturbations of Fibonacci number type (26, 27 Finally, the major fact of this research is the following: how and why -systematically -mtDNA mutations associated with pathogenic cases -NEVER lead (100% of the cases studied) to a reduction in long resonances (C + A) / (T + G) ... while « Hyper Constraints Super Resonances » decrease in 100% of the 250 cases of pathogenic mutations analyzed? What happens then in these pathogenic cells whose mitochondrial genome would seem more "optimal"? This genomic optimality leads to an energetic over-functioning of the mitochondria of this pathogenic cell (60) , which could explain the extreme pathogenicity and the disturbances observed in these pathogenic cells, especially in the cases of this cancerous cells, Beyond the theoretical aspect of this article, it is indeed the field of potential applications that will have to be explored tomorrow ... Another interesting topic that should be studied is the possible INTERACTION between the nuclear genome and the human mitochondrial genome. Indeed, it has been demonstrated (61) that in certain cancer cells, fragments of mtDNA migrate to certain chromosomes of the nuclear genome. Effectively, Mitochondrial genomes are separated from the nuclear genome for most of the cell cycle by the nuclear double membrane, intervening cytoplasm, and the mitochondrial double membrane. Despite these physical barriers, Dr Young Seok Ju et al. (61) show that somatically acquired mitochondrial-nuclear genome fusion sequences are present in cancer cells. Remarkably, mitochondrial-nuclear genome fusions occur at a similar rate per base pair of DNA as interchromosomal nuclear rearrangements, indicating the presence of a high frequency of contact between mitochondrial and nuclear DNA in some somatic cells.
Particularly, in the part B of Figure 26 from (61) are represented frequencies of somatic nuclear mtDNA integrations compared to the frequency between autosomes (chromosomal translocation). We note that Chromosomes classification (chr4, 13, 2, …/... 17 19) are in accord with the chromosomal hierarchy classification that we demonstrate in published paper (39) and in future paper (46) . It is then interesting to ask whether there is no relationship between the proportions of Fibonacci observed on the one hand, here in the mtDNA genome, and on the other hand, in certain chromosomes of the nuclear genome? Indeed in (45), we will demonstrate that at the scale of the entire human chromosome4 and chromosome13, the ratio ( C + G ) / ( T + A ) = 1 / Phi. On the other hand, in the 152 resonances 28651 (C + A) / (T + G) of the table1 and in the 7 "Fibonacci Hyper Constraints Super Resonances" 6765 (C + A / (T + G) = Phi the Golden ratio. Now, we know that Phi -(1 / Phi) = 1. Hence, there may be hypothetical "information couplings", the nature of which would be undulatory (46, 53) between, on the one hand, this famous chromosome4 and, on the other hand, these specific resonances of the mtDNA genome. And this, magicked the boundaries of membranes separating these two respective genomes in the cell. 
